Advantages of #DrMaggie Natural Mineral Solution

- Not a DRUG but NATURAL BIO-MINERALS precursor for the function of the immune system (Magnesium (energy), Sulfur (immunoglobulins chains connector & Calcium (mineral electricity conductor))
- Can be bought over the counter as cosmetics FDA Certified/Notified Product
- Saline Solution
- Transdermal Protocol & mouth wash and OFFLABEL for Drinking Water (foodgrade mineral water supplement and saline solution as nebul)

Q: FDA LICENSE:
A: Magiteque, Inc. LTO—300001644356 ; DrMaggie Natural Mineral Solution
FDA CNN:NN-1009004723010

Q: Is it safe to use for all ages and conditions?
A: Yes, the minerals can be used for babies and pregnant women, immunocompromised and with comorbidities as well as healthy people. Is used for women with threatened abortion, and babies’ conditions, Clinical Practice; for sick babies during Marawi Siege Mission and other Disaster responding; for pregnant women (IV MgSO4 is injected for Pre-eclampsia); and for all symptoms of COVID-19 with excellent result and can easily be proven with immediate result.

Q: Are there published scientific research on antiviral properties of Mg & S?
A: https://www.nature.com/articles/srep41029 Broad-Range Antiviral Activity of Hydrogen Sulfide Against Highly Pathogenic RNA Viruses

PIAHC (Phil Inst for Traditional & Alternative Health Care
Director General Dr. Annabelle Pabiona De Guzman

"Thanks to #DrMaggie Spray for the samples for our frontliners."

SHOWING SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19?

- SORE THROAT—Spray
  #DrMaggie 2-3 times on the throat, wait for 2 minutes before gargling with warm water. Repeat every 4 hrs or as necessary
- CLOGGED NOSE/SINUSITIS/RHINITIS—Spray twice on each nostril ans sniff the solution. Repeat as necessary. Repeat every 4 hrs.
- STOMACH ACHE / LBM—Spray
  #DrMaggie 4x on the abdomen. Let dry and repeat the spray & dry 4 times.

These OFF label #DrMaggie Spray has no Approved Therapeutic Claim, Natural Supplement only.

This Naturopathic protocol is shared to the public to help people at home exhibiting COVID-19 SYMPTOMS.

Readers of this protocol are encouraged to seek Medical Advice and follow DOH guidelines on COVID Advice and follow DOH guidelines on COVID-19 when experiencing symptoms."
COVID-19 PREVENTION & CARE Ph

IMMUNE SYSTEM CARE:
#DrMgWater Solution:
1 liter of water : 8 sprays of #DrMaggie
Rx- Drink 2 to 2.5 liters of #DrMgWater Solution per Day

MOUTH, NOSE PROPHYLAXIS/PREVENTION/DISINFECTION:
- Mouth Care
  Use #DrMaggie, spray on your throat, gums and teeth and swish the solution on your mouth. From bitter taste it turns into sweet taste after gargling with water.
- Nasal Care
  Use #DrMaggie two sprays each nostril and sniff. Repeat as needed.

WHEN EXPERIENCING SYMPTOMS of CoV!D-19
Do #DrMgWater protocol above increasing number sprays from 8 to 12 per liter.

COUGH or DIFFICULTY BREATHING
Spray #DrMaggie on the chest and back as necessary till breathing has improved. Afterwards, spray every 4 hrs. Clean the crystals with wet face towels.
Nebulize with #DrMaggie 5ml (adult) 2.5ml (kids) solution every 6 hrs or as needed.
Smoke should be freely inhaled through the mouth and nose. Place the nebulizer 2 inches below the chin or just below the mouth and nose for free breathing and inhalation.

JOINTS AND MUSCLE PAIN
When experiencing pain, spray #DrMaggie all over the body with focus spraying on areas affected, let dry and shower with warm water or if not possible wipe with cloth or towel.

FEVER
Full body spray, let dry and bath or wipe with wet cloth or towel.

CONJUNCTIVITIS
On closed eyes, spray #DrMaggie twice, let dry and repeat as necessary. Wash with water to finish.

SORE THROAT
Spray #DrMaggie 2-3 times on the throat, wait for 2 minutes before gargling. Repeat and may be ingested but spitting is recommended. Repeat every 4 hrs or as necessary.

CLOGGED NOSE/SINUSITIS/RHINITIS
Spray twice on each nostril and sniff the solution. Repeat as necessary. Repeat every 4 hrs. For babies/kids spraying on the sides of the nose will help

STOMACH ACHE/LBM
Spray #DrMaggie 4x on the abdomen. Let dry and repeat the spray & dry 4 times. Press on the 12,3,6,9 clock position with the tip of joined middle, ring & index fingers. With your hand do a clockwise circular motion applying a little pressure on the abdomen 4x. Repeat counter clockwise. Wipe with warm wet face towel to clean the crystals.

HEADACHE / MIGRAINE
Spray 4 times #DrMaggie on the head with focus on the area in pain. Let it dry and repeat the process for 10min or as needed. Do this every 6hrs or as needed. Usually one session is good to stop the headache or migraine.
Do #DrMgWater Therapy with solution formula of 250 ml glass of water:2sprays of #DrMaggie. Drink 8-10 glasses of #DrMaggieWater per day

HORMONE D (Vit D) Synthesis
10-15 minutes sun bathe within 9am-3pm. Skin should be exposed with sunlight.
Magiteque Community

Magiteque Community consists of Magiteque Patients, Advocates, Benefactors and #DrMaggie Practitioners who have been helping in time of crisis, be it manmade or natural disaster. It started during Typhoon Yolanda where the International Community funded the #DrMaggie Minerals used and given at the Yolanda Survivors at Villamor Airbase. It helped the Bohol Earthquake, Itogon Landslide, Habagats and Marawi Siege where AFP has awarded Magiteque Certificate of Recognition in helping on PTSD Prevention & Care and Social Healing Initiative. With OPAPP, Magiteque helped in armed conflict areas for Stress & Pain Management & Social Healing using DrMaggie Natural Mineral Solution.

In this COVID-19 Crisis, Magiteque has initiated empowering those at the HomeFront to address the COVID-Symptoms awaiting support from DOH. The COVID-19 Prevention & Care Protocol was developed under the Supervision of PITAHC, Medical & Naturopathic Doctors, Dr. Bernardita Martinez, MD.,ND, & Dr. Mary Jean Netario-Cruz, CHC, ND Humanitarian Entrepreneur President & Founder of Magiteque, Inc.
“FEAR puts the body in stress mode and lowers the immune system. Susceptibility of the body to succumb to COVID-19 infection is at peak when the immune system is weak.” - Dr. Mary Jean Netario-Cruz, ND.

“On top is securing the health of our frontliners who are tagged in the whole province as the strictest group in checking the passage in the boarder gates. A big help to maintain their power and energy is the #DrMaggie (MagnesiumMSM) manufactured by Magiteque, Inc. that effectively boost their health and immune system.”

- Hon. Mayor Francisco Baladjay, Jr.
Laua-an Antique

Thus, Laua-an is very thankful to Dr. Mary Jean Netario Cruz, Doctor of Naturopathic Medicine for providing us these solutions. We can say with all candor “Matapang kami sa pagresponde dahil protektado kami ng #DrMaggie”. - Hon. Mayor Francisco Baladjay, Jr.
April 20, 2020

HIS EXCELLENCY RODRIGO ROA DUTERTE
President of the Republic of the Philippines

What remains in my mind and heart being a public servant under your administration is your genuine line “Ang gusto ko walang reklamo ang taumbayan.”

In the midst of COVID19 Pandemic where it seems a quagmire not just vanishing lives and properties, but also a quicksand that might deteriorate our pure intentions to serve our constituents, I never find a single reason to lose hope because you always stand with optimism every time I look up at you. And if our beloved President is working aloud “para walang reklamo ang taumbayan”, I too, remains running in such noble track.

In God’s grace, our town exerted efforts, initiatives and innovations to respond effectively to the call of the national government in securing the safety, security and well-being of our fellows. For the record, our town is still covid-free and people feel the presence of local governance in the time they needed it most.

On top of these is securing the health of our frontliners who are tagged in the whole province as the strictest group in checking the passage in the border gates. A big help to maintain their power and energy is the #DrMaggie (Magnesium MSM) manufactured by Magiteque Inc. that effectively boost their health and immune system.

Thus, Laua-an is very thankful to Dr. Mary Jean Netario Cruz, Doctor of Naturopathic Medicine for providing us these solutions. We can say with all candor “Matapang kami sa pagresponde dahil protektado kami ng #DrMaggie”.

May the Lord God continue to guide and bless you, Mr. President because you are what a Chief Executive is all about.

God bless the Philippines.

CAPT. FRANCISCO G. BALADJAY, JR.
Municipal Mayor
COVID-19 TESTIMONIALS

Jose Michael Morron, 36 years old—Sales Manager

I visit many clients everyday Filipino or Foreigner client. One time, I encountered Chinese Nat’l from Hongkong in Laguna and napansin ko lagi syan’t umuubo and I thought simpleng ubo lang. After a week nagkaroon na ako ng fever and short of breath. I went to check up and they classified me as PUI. I had fever that measured 38 degree for days, shortness of breath and dry cough even though I am taking the prescribed medicines. My Mom gave me DrMaggie minerals. I took the #DrMgWater per COVID-19 Prevention & Care Instruction and everytime nagkakaroon ako ng shortness of breath due to dry cough, I am spraying on my chest and throat. I noticed na maganda ang effect because nawawala ang hirap ko sa pagubo, lumuluwag ang barado kong ilong everytime I sprayed so I took it everyday. After a few days I noticed na nawala na ang fever ko and lumalabas na ang phlegm ko. Gumaan na ang pag hinga ko. After my 14 days home quarantine I went back to my Doctor for a follow-up check up and nagulat sila that I am OK na no other sign of fever and shortness of breath. Because of this experience, I donate to help send #DrMaggie to Medical frontliners for their protection.

Message of gratitude sent to DOJ Reg 6 Probation & Parole Regional Director Charito Zamora 03.26.20

Gd mrning mam! Thank you so much for sending me a bottle of #DrMaggie MSM spray...for the past few days, i had clogged nose, headache, sore throat w/ inflamed tonsils, dry cough, a general feeling of being unwell...OTC meds didn’t help. Last night after i got the bottle, per your instruction, i sprayed into my nostrils and throat- felt ko ang hapdi na parang may sugat but nawala din agad. This morning, i sprayed again and there was no hapdi...what amazed me was nawala ang clog and sakit sa lalamunan...AND! tuloy tuloy lumabas sipon- consumed more than half roll of tissue paper to catch it. Now, magaan pakiiramdam ko 😊 Thank you mam😊

By Dr. Bernardita Martinez, MD, ND

Bernie Martinez
A patient from Las Pinas called yest pm, telling she has tonsillitis with 39 temp and severe muscle pain. To top it all she is in a panic mode. It was a blessing cuz she still have a few bot of Dr Maggie. So she did whole body mag spray last night, did gargle with dr maggie, and continuous magnesium water therapy. Called her this am, temp is 37, very minimal sore throat, no more muscle pains and isolated herself already.. best of all, not in panic mode anymore but in a prayerful and hopeful mode. Advised her to continue gargle, nose cleaning and water therapy, praise God!!!

Feedback from a Medical Front liner

tama po kayo doc bumalik na appetite ko ngayon kahapon lang ako nag start thank you doc!hulog ka ng langit!at yong pangangati ng lalamunan nawala kaagad ! at yong plem lumalabas sya...

at doc masarap tulog ko! grabe!thank u so much!

Magiteque provides natural mineral solution for the mind-body-spirit in crisis.

Magiteque, Inc.
2/F EMAX Bldg. 25 Sumulong Mem Circle ,San Roque, Antipolo City, Rizal Phils.
email: magiteque@gmail.com ; Contact No. +639178756896 ; www.magiteque.com